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ASUM
approves
parking
fee hike
The ASUM senate passed a res-
olution supporting a parking decal
price increase of $10 per semester
by a 14-4 vote on Wednesday
evening at the current senate’s last
meeting.
The cost of a campus parking
decal will increase from $82.50 to
$92.50 per semester with the fee
increase. Public Safety needs the
decal price increase because of
rising insurance and benefit costs,
according to the resolution
authored by ASUM President
Andrea Helling.
Helling noted in the resolution
that the amount Public Safety
pays for a contract with the
Mountain Line bus system
increased by $13,000 this year.
Public Safety dismissed two part-
time employees in an effort to
reduce the price increase. She said
the Board of Regents will take up
the proposed increase at the end
of May during their monthly
meeting.
In other ASUM business, the
senate unanimously carried a res-
olution supporting an effort to
establish guidelines for the
administration to consider when
determining the minimum amount
of semester credits a graduate stu-
dent must take.
Currently, the Continuous
ASHLEY ZUELKE
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See ASUM, Page 4
Dr. Paul Blumenthal feels like one
of his surgical instruments has been
taken away. 
Blumenthal is the director of con-
traceptive health and professor of
obstetrics and gynecology at
Stanford University. He is also an
abortion doctor. For Blumenthal and
others in his profession, the recent
Supreme Court decision to ban par-
tial-birth abortion isn’t about poli-
tics; it’s about the government regu-
lating how he saves a woman’s life.
As it stands now, if Blumenthal were
to perform a partial-birth abortion,
he would be looking at two years in
federal prison and a $250,000 fine.
“If our medical training and
reviewing of evidence are going to
be reviewed by the Supreme Court,
we may need to change the way we
practice medicine altogether,”
Blumenthal said. “It’s a fine line
judging when health endangerment
crosses into life endangerment.
“What’s really critical is the inter-
ference of Congress and the
Supreme Court in the practice of
medicine,” Blumenthal said. “It’s
one thing to legislate policies, it’s
another to legislate procedures.”
The court’s decision last week
was a milestone victory for anti-
abortion advocates, as it laid the
groundwork for more state-level
abortion restrictions. While the 
decision doesn’t affect a woman’s
right to decide to have an abortion,
abortion rights advocates say it
affects a woman’s right to health and
a doctor’s rights to perform a med-
ical procedure.
Abortion rights advocates 
consider partial-birth abortion to be
the safer of the two procedures. 
The problem, others say, is that
the decision offered no alternative
procedure, which puts women’s
health into question.
Sarah Aronson, director of
NARAL and Students for Choice in
Missoula, said partial-birth abortion
is a safer procedure for women to
receive. 
“When you raise the status of the
fetus over the woman, what are we
really valuing here?” Aronson said.
“Politics and law shouldn’t be inter-
vening in the practice of medicine, and
physicians shouldn’t be punished.”
Partial-birth abortion is a simpli-
fied term for “intact DNE,” a proce-
dure during which labor is induced,
the fetus’s head is extracted from the
vagina, and the skull is collapsed or
surgically cut. The legal alternative
procedure is simply called a DNE,
during which the fetus is dismem-
bered as it is removed from the
mother’s body with forceps. Both
procedures are usually performed in
the second trimester of pregnancy. 
Gregg Trude, executive director
Doctors stung by abortion ruling
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
UM sophomore Andrew Miller, a member of Students for Choice, protests the Supreme Court’s decision to ban partial-birth abortions, Friday on the Higgins Avenue bridge. Doctors are at risk of two years in fed-
eral prison and a $250,000 fine if they perform partial-birth abortions.
Sign Language
There really is no such thing as
a free lunch. Not even at the
University of Montana.
Next year, students will have to
pay an additional $50 for the all-
campus meal plan and $60 for the
Lommasson plan.
The fee increase reflects a 
3 percent increase in the all-
campus plan that currently costs
UM students $1,600 per semester,
and a 4 percent increase in the
Lommasson plan that was avail-
able for $1,390.
Mark LoParco, director of
Dining Services at UM, attributes
the fee increase to a number of
sources, including a rise in food
and fuel costs and the minimum
wage increase that Montana vot-
ers passed in November.
LoParco added, however, that
the increase was expected because
the meal plan fee has risen 
steadily every year for the past 10
years at a constant average of
about 3 percent.
“You don’t think expenses stay
stagnant, do you?” LoParco
asked.
He went on to speculate that the
prospect of curtailing any future
fee increases is pretty dismal,
unless there was a loss of services
or change in meal plan options
such as offering only the
Lommasson plan and closing the
Country Store.
“That would, at the very least,
Campus meal plans’ prices to rise
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Don’t let rights slip away
I write out of concern over the
gradual, ongoing erosion of
Americans’ civil liberties.  We all
know that terrorism, shootings,
and other such incidents are horri-
ble facts of modern life that we all
have to learn to live and deal with.
However, we cannot afford to, and
we must not become, a country
that lives in a perpetually paralyz-
ing fear. Our nation is strong as it
is due to our people; people who
have the rights to freely speak
their minds, maintain their own
privacy and property, follow the
religion, political affiliation and
employment they choose, possess
means of self-defense, people who
have power to overcome discrimi-
nation, elect answerable public
officials and travel wherever they
want to.  The same minute these
civil liberties and rights are
reduced or taken away we have
lost literally centuries of hard
work that went into their making,
in exchange for a fallible 
guarantee of security. Some secu-
rity measures do indeed provide
greater protection by making
these atrocities more difficult to
accomplish; yet we must always
remember that anyone who wish-
es to do our citizens harm will not
abide by our laws.  If they cannot
acquire weapons legally, they 
will acquire them illegally.  If 
they cannot acquire authentic 
identification, they will forge their
own identification.  We have seen
rampant intrusion into the privacy
(esp. electronic) of Americans by
the current administration; we
have seen efforts pushing for
national IDs; if we naively contin-
ue to submit to these unwarranted
reductions in our personal rights
could we live to see a biometric
canvassing of our entire popula-
tion?
Will privacy become a thing of
the past, buried next to our once
idealized, hard-won rights?
Danger will always exist; we all
must stand up and let every citizen
and public official know that our
rights, and our enemies, are two
very different things.
Lee W. Gordon,
senior, English
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During the current legislative session, ASUM has been heavily
promoting Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s tuition cap, which would hold
in-state tuition costs at their current levels for the next two years.
Although there is certainly nothing wrong with freezing tuition, the
plan does not bring increased funding to the cash-strapped
Montana University System, but instead temporarily shifts some
costs from the students onto the state.
While keeping tuition low should be a priority, the University of
Montana will soon face another hurdle: the eventual need to
replace many retiring faculty and staff members that are part of the
gigantic baby boomer generation. But with some of the lowest
average faculty salaries in the nation, UM cannot attract quality
professors and administrators away from the more lucrative jobs in
the private sector.
According to the National Education Association, average
salaries at Montana’s public universities are the fifth lowest in the
nation, coming in at an average of $57,000. Among states that
allow collective bargaining for faculty salaries, Montana came in
dead last.
This presents a problem for recruiting knowledgeable faculty
members to the institution. If UM hopes to be a viable option for
quality higher education – both in the state and in the region – it
cannot continue to offer salaries that do not adequately compensate
professors for their time, knowledge and instruction.
This is not a situation that can be put off for later. UM – and the
state as a whole – must be proactive in preparing to recruit quality
professors. The current legislative session is nearly over, and hope-
fully the Legislature will provide some tuition relief to students.
But now is the time to start organizing a grass-roots campaign to
increase state funding of higher education, which for years has
been steadily decreasing.
In his 2006 State of the Union address, President Bush counted
himself among the first of some 78 million baby boomers who
would soon turn 60. “This milestone is more than a personal crisis
– it is a national challenge,” Bush said before launching into his
plans to reform federal programs such as Social Security, Medicare
and Medicaid. The state and the University  need to step up to the
challenge as well.
Sean Breslin,
news editor
Editorial
University needs to improve
pay to attract professors
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should
be about 700 words. Please include  contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail
both to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off 
in Journalism 107.
Letter 
to the editor
Pissed off?
Mad as hell?
Incensed?
Write a letter to the Editor.
letters@kaimin.umt.edu
Guest Column
Watching and seeing after Virginia Tech
I am in my office on Monday
morning, like every Monday
morning, working on a document
of some kind and visiting with stu-
dents.  They come in and out with
questions and comments.  Unlike
every other Monday morning, I
am watching images of my alma
mater on CNN.com and
MSNBC.com.  The police cars
and SWAT team make up mere
pixel images but the buildings and
the victims are real.  Tears come to
my eyes as I watch.  Not a few
tears, not tears that fought through
my efforts to hold them back, but
unobstructed, unrestrained tears
for the students and faculty I see.
They look like the same ones I
watched walk past me 14 years
ago when I went into and out of
Norris Hall.
I go home by late afternoon,
stunned and numb, and sit on a
couch, watching moving images
of police, victims and the talking
news heads.  The numbers I watch
on the screen are 32, and one.  I
watch the images and the num-
bers.  Both are frightening.
Tuesday morning I exit the bus
and begin my walk across cam-
pus.  I watch the students moving
here and there, into and out of
buildings.  Watching, I see victims
and madmen, although watching
as closely as possible, I cannot see
which are which.  This is chilling,
a new normal that cuts very
deeply.
I walk the hallway to my class.
The door is open and they are in
there.  I know them.  They are not
madmen, but watching each one
turn and look at me I see a victim
in every face.  Normally they all
sit together, 12 seniors working on
their capstone project, but today
10 sit in a group, one sits off to the
side, along the wall, where he can
see out the open classroom door
and down the hallway.  Without
thinking, I recognize that he is our,
my, sentry, watching the hallway
for a madman.  There is a student
missing, a student who is quiet
and shy, a student who doesn’t
talk much.  I don’t think he could
be a madman.  How can I teach,
and how can they learn, when we
post sentries and worry about
those among us?
The class interaction is stiff,
stilted.  I talk and they watch.  I
watch and they talk.  The door is
the lead, and I am a supporting
actor.  We are not engaged as we
normally are each class meeting.
There is no banter, no laughter, no
drawing on the whiteboard, no
atmosphere, just students and a
faculty member in a room taking
turns talking.
I do not go to work Wednesday.
My excuse is that staying home I
can better write the research paper
that is due, in two weeks, but due.
I watch the e-mail appear on my
screen, from my chair, that says it
is fine.  But I am home because of
what I watched on Monday and
Tuesday.  Wednesday is worse.  I
watch with more tears the ranting
of a madman on the national
news.  We did not need to see that,
my students and I, my friends in
Blacksburg and I, the nation and I.
But I watched it, and now I see it
over and over.
Thursday comes and I cannot
shirk my duties again.  The bus
doors open and again I watch the
students come and go.  My eyes
watch them all.  Which are victims
and which are madmen?  None
are, but all could be.  I don’t think
it can happen here.  I hope it can’t
happen here, but I know it can.  
I go to class, again, a different
class in a different room.  Lecture
starts off very badly.  I am watch-
ing both doors.  They open out-
ward.  They don’t lock.  I watch
the student heads turn and look at
those doors every time I do.  I see
them open and a man in a vest
comes in, but only in my head.
The doors don’t open no matter
how long I watch them.
A student asks a question.  I
concentrate on making a point.
Things blend together, then the
lecture takes off.  They ask more
questions.  I answer.  They add
material from another source, I
cleverly add it to a figure I am
drawing.  I make a mistake.  They
catch it.  We laugh.  I say “mind
like a steel sieve.”  They laugh,
out of courtesy.  Suddenly they
remind me it is two minutes past
12:30.  The magic happened.  The
magic that drove me to this job,
that thing that happens in the
classroom when teachers and stu-
dents converge for a period of
time and both take something
away of value.  I stopped watch-
ing the door, stopped seeing vic-
tims and a madman because the
magic came back.  
It isn’t over for good, it was just
over for a while.  I will still watch,
but then I will see the students and
whiteboards, and magic will hap-
pen, for an hour.  Then I will
watch again.  This is the new nor-
mal.  It can happen here, but it
won’t stop the magic that happens
behind the doors I watch and the
magic I see.
Dr. Joel Henry, 
professor of computer science,
University of Montana
1993 graduate of Virginia Tech
 
All right, I am here to address the
ability of students to protest anything in
existence. I figured that I could start my
own group of protesters because the
SESJ and the Pickle Barrel pirates did
(You like that?). I thought about what
bothered me the most at the University
of Montana. I think that I single hand-
edly discovered the most disconcerting
thing on campus. It has to be the air
hand dryers that occupy many a bath-
room on campus. Honestly,who stands
around to get there hands dried by these
monstrosities?  I imagine the person
who invented the paper towel is rolling
around in their grave right now. I know
that we use hundreds of acres of trees
when we use paper towels but,
dammit, they work. The air hand dryer
has no place in society because the
paper towel makes it obsolete. 
In all honesty I am also trying to
ensure that protesters will always exist.
After we remove the air hand dryers
and implement “the paper towel” plan,
I guarantee that a group of students will
meet to save the environment. There
main arguments will be 1.We are
killing trees 2. It creates litter and 3. It
could cause WW III. I will bring
together a group of super students to
combat these protesters ideals. My
group will be called the paper towel
brigade, or just the PTB. We will lobby
with UM to switch to more modern
technology AKA “the paper towel.”
We will also battle the opposition by
writing silly letters to the Kaimin in
hopes we get more publicity. We will
not hold dance-ins because we believe
that they are very lame. Instead we will
have punch-and-cookie parties inside
Mr. Dennison’s office. The punch and
cookie parties will be triumphant
because everyone likes cookies except
for those “be healthy protestors,” but
that’s a whole different issue that I will
not address at this moment in time. 
I have no sympathy for stupid indi-
viduals that prefer air hand dryers. I, as
leader of the PTB, believe that eventu-
ally paper towels will take their proper
place in society. This is a war and the
PTB will win even if we are ignored
for 8 months.
So protesters will always exist and
extremely idiotic causes will too. I just
hope that you as a student at the U can
decide which side to stand on.
Protesting done correctly leads to
results……….GO PAPER TOWELS.
– Clint Weis, 
sophomore, 
history
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Guest Column
Paper towel users united against the real enemy at UM, air hand dryers 
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Ultimate dean
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Sophomore Jamie Rogers, right, attempts to block the disc from Jim Burchfield, the associate dean of the
UM College of Forestry and Conservation, during Missoula Spring League Ultimate Frisbee game Wednesday
evening at Playfair Park. Missoula Spring League Ultimate is open to all levels in order to build the Missoula
Ultimate Frisbee community. 
Enrollment Workgroup formed by
the Faculty Senate’s Graduate
Council is working on creating
sensible and fair guidelines that
juxtapose graduate students’ use
of university resources with the
amount of credits taken per
semester, according to senator Ali
Tabibnejad, the resolution’s
author.
The ASUM senate also passed a
resolution by a 17-1 vote with-
drawing their demand for the
removal Pickle Barrel from the
list of UMoney vendors. The reso-
lution rescinded ASUM’s request
to boycott the Pickle Barrel.
Helling stood by the senate’s
initial resolution in regard to the
Pickle Barrel incident, and said
the action ASUM took led to
results.
“Our resolution catalyzed the
debate,” she said.
Senator Eric Fulton cast the
only dissenting vote and said, “I
know we made the right decision
… and I don’t think they (the
Pickle Barrel) should be let off the
hook.” 
The senate unanimously passed
a resolution urging next year’s
senate to fund a student internship
position to help implement the
Presidents Climate Commitment.
President George Dennison
announced his signing of the
national Presidents Climate
Commitment last week, and has
since charged the Sustainable
Campus Committee with the com-
mitment’s implementation, said
senator Dustin Leftridge. He said
ASUM needs to hire an intern to
work with the SCC and fulfill the
commitment by auditing the
University of Montana’s green-
house gas emissions.
ASUM                   
Continued from Page 1
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GLIMPSES OF GHANA
A crisp jersey top made in
Bangladesh, blue jeans from India
and orange flip-flops that probably
from China.  Sounds like the look
of your typical African fisherman,
right? 
There’s something in the air in
Ghana.  Some might call it winds of
change, others globalization, or the
expansion of capitalism into every
corner of the globe. Whatever it is,
it is everywhere.
Ghana and other developing
nations are experiencing
Westernization at unmatched paces.
Traditional “Kente” cloths are giv-
ing way to T-shirts and jeans all
over Ghana. Most other developing
nations are seeing it as well.
As innocent as clothing habits
may seem, they signify – and them-
selves create – numerous other
changes. For one, people in Ghana
and many other developing coun-
tries are buying imported textiles in
mass quantities. This not only sends
their money out of the country, but
hurts local industries. 
Textiles aren’t the only things
being imported: almost everything
but the produce is imported. Most
of the goods come from cheap
Asian markets and powerful inter-
national companies. This often
devalues the already shaky
economies of such countries. By
not buying local goods, they are
passing out money that could be
invested in building and improving
Ghanaian factories.
The change isn’t just in
economics. With Western
cloths, cell phones, American
and European television
shows and Western school-
ing, young urban Ghanaians
are thinking of Ghana in dif-
ferent terms. They see them-
selves as rising, but are
aware of how far most of
their country is behind the
West.
Around 70 percent of
Ghanaians work in subsis-
tence farming, making just
enough food for themselves
and their families. Extra
money is rare for such peo-
ple. It’s not uncommon to see
mansions on the edges of
small mud-hut villages here,
a sign of changing times and
a changing society.
Governance and leader-
ship is also changing. Many
of the wealthier families that
can afford to send their chil-
dren to American or
European universities often
opt to do so. The effect is a
group of leaders whose images of
Ghana’s future looks much like that
of the West. 
Some scholars believe this is
choking off African solutions to
African problems. It also con-
tributes to a “the West knows best,”
attitude that seems to rob the
strength and validity of traditional
society.
Young people are also moving to
the cities in search of money and
professional positions. The rapid
urbanization is not only causing
cosmopolitan sprawl, but changes
in family and village structures.
When leaving the villages, the
youth take their education, labor
and economic potentials with them.
Other strong outside influences
are taking hold. Christianity can
claim about twice as many follow-
ers as traditional belief systems.
Street signs in the large cities adver-
tise everything from expensive cars
to international vacation packages. 
Multimillion-dollar gated com-
munities have popped up outside the
biggest cities and the beachside
resorts. Accra is looking more and
more like an American or European
city, with each skyscraper to join the
skyline and highway to be rolled out.
Though Ghana may be on its way
up by Western standards, some are
asking what it is costing Ghanaians.
In an era of rapid change they  want
to know if Ghanaians really want to
copy the West, right down to its
clothing.
SHANE MCMILLAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Shane McMillan/Montana Kaimin
Ga fisherman Samuel leans against his boat on Kokrobite Beach, Ghana. Samuel is a part of a young generation in a changing nation. He’s from a traditional vil-
lage and fishes using traditional boats. In Ghana though, tradition is changing.
T h e  M o n t a n a  K a i m i n  i s  l o o k i n g  f o r  
e n t h u s i a s t i c  r e p o r t e r s  
t o  c o v e r  s p o r t s ,  a r t s  a n d  n e w s .
P i c k  u p  a p p l i c a t i o n s  i n  
t h e  J o u r n a l i s m  b u i l d i n g ,  R o o m  1 0 7 .  
Ghana is Westernizing rapidly, but does the West know best?
 
Whether the turf-dwellers
below embrace the chimes or
merely turn up the volume on
their headphones, University of
Montana freshman Steven Clark
still lurks in the clock tower.
As UM students come flooding
out of the last of their morning
classes, Clark lets loose with a
new song, literally punching the
blunt wooden keys of the carillon
as music resounds throughout the
campus neighborhood every
Tuesday and Thursday at noon.
The “Memorial Carillon” is a
set of 22 bells behind the clock in
UM’s Main Hall Clock Tower,
and is the only instrument of its
kind in Montana. Weighing in at
10 tons as a whole set, the bells
had to be set in place with a crane
when they were installed in 1953.
The carillon keyboard itself lies
in a cramped attic behind two
square windows beneath the
clock. The names of hundreds of
former UM students adorn the
attic’s brick walls, and the room
itself is illuminated by the light
from the windows and the blue
glow of a bug zapper.
“Down there on that landing
you can see all the ladybugs who
met their demise,” Clark said.
Clark, who studies the organ in
the Music Department, was first
recruited by his instructor, Nancy
Cooper of the Music Department,
in October to fill in for her during
the Homecoming festivities last
fall.
“I took a two-week crash
course on the carillon,” Clark
said.
Afterward, he began playing
regularly every Tuesday and
Wednesday at noon, selecting
new pieces every time from
Joannes De Gruythers’ “Carillon
Book,” though he does have his
favorites.
“There’s an allegro in A minor
by Bach I like to play frequently,”
Clark said, adding that he also
likes to play traditional English
songs and the Minuet in A minor
from the carillon book. 
Clark said that playing the car-
illon at noon usually calls for light
and cheery songs in major keys to
keep students happy.
“It’s not always nice at noon to
play in creepy minor notes,”
Clark said.
Though he said he believes that
most students flocking across the
campus at noon don’t listen too
intently to his pieces, he still
makes an effort to play every note
as clearly and accurately as he
can, considering the size of his
audience and the projection of the
bells.
“The only problem is when you
make a mistake, 14,000 people
hear it and it never ends,” Clark
said.
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Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
Tuesdays and Thursdays, UM freshman Steven Clark plays the carillon, an instrument comprised of 23
bells located in the tower of Main Hall.
FACES ON
CAMPUS Music major rings UM’s bells
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN
MK
www.montana
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“‘Tis God gives skill, but not 
without men’s hands: He could 
not make Antonio Stradivari’s 
violins without Antonio.”
- George Eliot 
It may be a bit extreme to say John
Walker’s guitar-making abilities are
God-given.
And it would be an exaggeration
to say he’s on par with Antonio
Stradivari, the 17th- and 18th-centu-
ry man widely considered the great-
est luthier – or stringed-instrument
maker – ever. Still, there’s some-
thing special going on at Walker’s
Petty Creek workshop near
Alberton. 
“His brain is working in all the
right ways for building great instru-
ments,” says Greg Boyd, owner of
Greg Boyd’s House of Fine
Instruments in Missoula. “We hob-
nob with some of the greatest
luthiers in the world right now on a
regular basis, and John is absolutely
right at the top of them.”
About 30 miles west of Missoula,
in his one-man, two-car-garage-
sized workshop next to his home,
Walker is taking the art of guitar-
making back to the way his prede-
cessors – men like Stradivari –
intended. The result is some of the
world’s finest guitars.
It seems logical that a master gui-
tar maker should be a master guitar
player. Not so for Walker.
“I love guitar music, but I can’t
play,” Walker says. “I’m just not
skilled in that area.”
How, then, did he devote his life
to becoming a master luthier?
“It’s not a very glamorous story,”
Walker says. 
In 1978, after graduating from
high school in Minnesota, Walker
moved to Montana to attend college,
first in Missoula and later in
Bozeman. He got sidetracked before
getting his degree and began work-
ing at a sawmill to support his wife
and two sons. But when he heard
some of his friends talk about work
at the Flatiron Mandolin and Banjo
Company in Bozeman, he knew it
was the job for him.
“I was attracted by the detail,”
Walker says. “I’ve done a lot of dif-
ferent jobs, but nobody ever really
appreciated the detail enough.”
A stout man with closely cropped
hair and a short, brown mustache,
Walker explains just how detailed
his guitars are.
“Everything has to be just right,”
he says in his soft voice, with a shy
smile. “I work in thousandths of an
inch.”
Walker got on at Flatiron
Mandolin on Jan. 3, 1989, building
mandolins and banjos. Gibson gui-
tars, one of the world’s leading gui-
tar manufacturers, was at the time
building all its acoustics in
Nashville, Tenn. But in 1990, after
buying Flatiron, Gibson began mak-
ing its acoustics in Bozeman, where
it still does today. That’s when
Walker started building guitars.
During his time with Gibson,
Walker became a master luthier,
meaning he was the top luthier in the
entire operation. It’s a title that has
only been bestowed upon two peo-
ple in the 20-plus years that Gibson
has been in Montana, Boyd says.
In 1995 Walker left Gibson and
moved to Seattle, where he worked
for several different shops as a luthi-
er. Then, about three years ago, he
and his partner, Deb Sonnenberg,
bought their home next to Petty
Creek – a spacious house situated
among trees and, more importantly,
next to a small workshop.
Walker set to carefully designing
the layout of his workshop and turn-
ing it into what he calls “the best
shop in the world.” He stocked it
with all the equipment necessary to
build top-of-the-line guitars, from
several types of sanders and saws to
an oscilloscope to a humidifier and
dehumidifier and a closet-sized
metal booth for applying lacquer.
During the shop setup, his years of
experience in the industry began to
pay off.
“All of the machines he bought
were just him knowing how to buy
the right old used milling machine
and how to adopt it,” Boyd says.
“None of them were machines built
to make a guitar.”
But the most remarkable thing
about Walker’s shop is not the
machines or the beautiful surround-
ings. It’s the fact that, other than
when Sonnenberg occasionally
lends a hand, all of the production
work is done by one person –
Walker. It’s the traditional way of
luthiers, the way of men like
Stradivari, and a rarity in today’s
world.
“In the world of lutherie, when
you talk about what’s known as a
single luthier, it means only one guy
did the design and built it,” Boyd
says. “As far as acoustic guitars go,
it just doesn’t get better than that.
There’s no way Gibson and Martin
(another leading guitar manufactur-
er) can touch that. They’re in the fac-
tory worried about the bottom line.
Martin’s getting 390 or 400 guitars
out the door every day.”
Walker, on the other hand, usually
produces about six guitars every
three months. He begins work at 7
a.m. on weekdays and works until 6
p.m. On Saturdays he usually works
about seven or eight hours and on
Sundays about four. It takes that
much time for Walker to make every
little detail of his guitars just how he
wants them, something he’s not will-
ing to sacrifice to make a few more.
The resulting quality is clear from
the sales figures. From each batch of
six guitars, two get sold on Walker’s
Web site, johnwalkerguitars.com,
two get sold in Boyd’s store and two
get sold in a store in Minnesota
called The Podium. Walker says
Web site sales are great, and Boyd
says his store has pre-sold all of its
John Walker guitars through next
year and has shipped some as far
away as Australia.
The guitars start at a little more
than $3,000 and go up into the
$8,000 range, but that’s not stopping
anyone, Boyd says.
“His guitars are very much bar-
gains, even when they cost $3,000,
$4,000, $5,000,” Boyd says. “Unlike
big guitar manufacturers, he doesn’t
have the overhead that comes with a
giant floor space. He doesn’t have
the huge payroll. He doesn’t have
the office with faxes and phones and
800 numbers and all that stuff. Very
few guitars are single-lutherie made
like his.”
Even running the business side of
Walker’s operation isn’t costing him
money; Sonnenberg takes care of it.
She designed and runs the Web site
and has a background in sales so she
handles all of John Walker Guitars’
finances.
So far it has been the perfect
setup, Walker says. He’s 48-years-
old and says he couldn’t imagine
stopping his lutherie work anytime
soon.
“It’s music,” he says. “It’s not like
building bombs. It’s good for the
soul.”
And with the success he’s had,
many people are urging him to
expand his operations. That would
inevitably involve moving the shop
into Missoula and hiring some
employees, Walker says, but he’d
like to get some of the processes
more defined first.
“It might be a few years,” he says.
“I don’t want to rush things.”
Although Boyd would love to see
more of Walker’s guitars in his store,
he knows there’s something special
about the Petty Creek operation as it
is now.
“He could put his résumé out to
Martin and get picked up as head
luthier and be making over $100,000
per year and getting benefits and fly-
ing all over the place,” Boyd says.
“So why is he on his own sitting out
there at Petty Creek? It’s the drive.
It’s that thing. It’s all about leaving a
legacy.
“It’s really more European in
style. In America we tend to want
everybody to turn into General
Motors. In Europe and Japan they
want people to turn into Stradivari.”
Becoming Stradivari. It’s a desire
Walker knows well, and one he’s got
a detailed start on.
Montana luthier makes top-of-the-line guitars
Left: John Walker works on the fretboard of a gui-
tar he was building on Monday, April 16. Walker
usually builds six guitars at a time but is currently
building seven. Hanging on the door to the left are
the order sheets for those seven guitars, specifying
everything from the shape to the type of wood.
Below: Walker displays one of his Clarkfork model
guitars with a red spruce top and a sunburst finish
on Monday, April 16. The Clarkfork model has a
base price of $3,650, but can cost more with cus-
tom changes.
STORY AND PHOTOS
BY PETER BULGER
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DOGS AND OWNERS OF ALL SHAPES,ages and sizes showed up at KimWilliams Trail to support theMissoula Humane SocietySunday. From St. Bernards to
Pomeranians, small children and elderly women,
the turn out for the Eighth Annual Mutt Strut
showed the true colors of Missoula dog lovers.
The Student Social Work Association (SSWA)
sponsors the 5k run/walk, and all proceeds go to
the Humane Society. 
“It’s a really positive experience for kids, dogs
and runners,” said Matt Fennell, president of the
SSWA. “Financially it went great. We raised in
the ballpark of $1,000.”
The Humane Society brought down two of
their dogs for people without their own mutts to
strut. Isaac, a 1 year-old border collie mix, and
Zeke, an adult Walker Hound, enjoyed being
walked and pet in their bright blue “Adopt Me”
vests throughout the event. 
“Seeing those two dogs from the Humane
Society get some attention and some love was the
highlight of the day,” said Fennell.
Prizes in the run and walk were awarded to the
top male and female finishers as well as the top
human and canine teams. Prize packages includ-
ed gift certificates, doggy toys and treats.
Taking long strides, dogs and owners alike start the 5K race on the Kim Williams Trail to benefit homeless dogs at the Humane Society of Western Montana.
Right:  Max, a 13-week-old mastiff, weighs 40 pounds, nearly doubling
his weight from two weeks earlier. Due to joint problems in the breed,
Max finished the race in a wagon.
Below Right:  Shannon Dickerson plays with Isaac, a dog available for
adoption, before the 5K walk began on Kim Williams Trail. 
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Above Left:  Maggie Thuerer runs with a friend’s dog
named Tucker, during the 5K run on the Kim Williams
Trail on Sunday. 
Above Right:  Bitsy Singer walks Hans, a Great Dane,
on the Kim Williams Trail during the 5K walk to bene-
fit homeless dogs at the Humane Society. Hans stood
nearly 4 feet tall on all fours. 
Left:  Runners take off down the Kim Williams Trail for
the 5K run during the Mutt Strut.
Strut Your Mutt
Photos by Tim KupsickStory by Elizabeth Davis
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Montana Kaimin
Nerds at work.
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Local author remembered via essays
The University of Montana Press
will release its first book Friday at
4:30 p.m. at an event in the
President’s Reception Room in
Brantley Hall.
The book is called “Last Tango in
Melrose, Montana” and it is a collec-
tion of writings by Dan Vichorek.
Following is a review of the book by
Dave Shors, the former editor of the
Helena Independent Record and a
friend of Vichorek’s.
Reading the short stories and essays
of Daniel Vichorek in “Last Tango in
Melrose, Montana” takes me back to
turkey camp at Liscom Butte near
Ashland in the early spring of 1978.
My Ford pickup was stuck in the
gumbo axle deep, and every day after
the morning hunt Dan and I would
cover the ruts with pine branches, then
try to spin some under the tires in an
attempt to take a little suction out of the
mud so we might be able to head back
to Helena eventually.
Early mornings and evenings we’d
walk the ridges and listen for gob-
blers; nights were spent around the
campfire where Dan would stir the
embers over a sizzling side of pork
while cooking “potatoes Vi’-cor-
check” in his huge iron skillet. The
skillet was frightfully seasoned from a
dozen hunting seasons. He was proud
to note that neither water nor soap had
ever touched the crusted surface, but
with each new season he’d heat it to
the flashpoint to sterilize it.
Anyone who ever had the honor of
hunting, fishing or just being around
the storytelling of Vichorek was much
richer for the experience. Whether he
was rolled up in a canvas tarp next to
a campfire, cooking his favorite
campfire meal or ordering a turkey
gun from one of his catalogues as
Dirty Dan the Gunman, he always
found time to share stories filled with
an extraordinary mixture of cynicism
and humor honed during his early
Montana ranch days.
For those who never had that oppor-
tunity, this compilation takes the reader
into fascinating Montana insight and
encompasses writings published in
Montana Magazine, Hunting and
Fishing News and his books, and oth-
ers previously unpublished.
Vichorek was always game for an
adventure, whether it was 30 below
on the Missouri with a canoe loaded
for deer and geese, or a raft spinning
down the Middle Fork of the Flathead
just after spring runoff. That spirit of
adventure is apparent in each of his
stories.
His humor is constant. Most people
would say surely he couldn’t be that
funny. He must have had a staff of joke
writers or only worked on his stories
while on a buzz after chugging a six-
pack of grape Nehi. But Vichorek was
wired that way all the time.
His character development is just as
uncanny. In the short span of three or
four pages and 1,500 words he can
bring a person to life. Take Murphy,
“a big strong woman cook” on the
ranch in “I Remember Murphy,”
which was published in Montana
Magazine in 1983. Murphy was a
great improvement over “two other
woman cooks that summer, one of
whom we called ‘the peanut butter
princess,’ and the other was ‘the tuny
fish queen,’ named after what they
liked to give us for lunch.”
Murphy took a liking to the young
Vichorek. The other hands sensed the
favoritism, as he often ended up with
the biggest steak, or the one cooked
“with just a little red inside the way I
liked it.” Theirs were “cooked dead,
as they said, cattleman style.”
But Murphy had her rules, and one
you didn’t want to violate was set
down the first day: “I’m Murphy and
I’m the cook and this is the cook
shack and it is my house. There’ll be
none of you scissorbills in my house
unless I invite you.”
“Only one of us scissorbills ever vio-
lated the rule,” Vichorek explains.
“That came when Long Wally, one of
the irrigators, chanced to be walking
past the cook shack in mid-afternoon
when he suddenly remembered a piece
of pie that had been left over at noon.”
He couldn’t resist, and “turned into
the cook shack without knocking.
Moments later Long Wally flushed
out of the cook shack door like a Ford
with failed brakes coming through a
board fence. Except that Long Wally
was propelled by Murphy, who gave
him a fast taxi out to the porch and
then launched him at a steep angle....
Long Wally lofted up pretty good,
turning slowly in midair, grabbing
straight down from his altitude for
mother earth as he cartwheeled and
his gumbooted feet rolled over him
feeling traction in the sky.”
In many of the pieces Vichorek
recounts his early life on Montana
ranches and small towns.
In one called “Hollywood, Pine
Creek Methodists and Bucket-of-
Bolts Shultz,” Vichorek remembers
his youth in the Paradise Valley before
it was ruined by Hollywood. At the
age of seven, he thought the main
drawback of the small community
was the somewhat religious bent that
emanated from “an old, barn-like
Methodist church surrounded by a
dozen houses.”
“They had it in for the pope,” he
writes. “Being just a child, I didn’t even
know there was a pope, but adult resi-
dents of Pine Creek would give me a
ride home from school and demand to
know if I was a papist. They just heard
my name and said, ‘Catholic, eh?’and
because I didn’t know what that meant
I told half of them I was and the other
half I wasn’t.”
The memories of old Montana
ranch boys die hard, and they should.
Because of this new book published
by the University of Montana Press,
many new generations of Montanans
will get to know and appreciate
Vichorek and his work. 
Thanks to his special friends – Rick
Graetz, John Kuglin and Tom and Kay
Ellerhoff – for making this possible.
They collected and edited much of his
work after his death at the age of 59 in
2001 from a sleeping disorder.
It was much too early for this
remarkable storyteller to leave us. But
somewhere, you’ve got to believe,
Vichorek, Paul Farlan and a couple of
other friends who left this earth before
their times are sitting around a camp-
fire cracking jokes and having a good
old time while on some kind of a hunt
– God only knows what they’re after.
DAVE SHORS
FOR THE KAIMIN
Photo Courtesy of Rick Graetz
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Refugees displaced not by war
but by climate change is only one
of the many global health crises to
be faced in coming years, said Dr.
Alain Dubos. 
Dubos, a French physician and
writer, came to speak at St. Patrick
Hospital Wednesday night about
his work with the humanitarian
organization Doctors Without
Borders. 
He said that global warming is
going to create a new type of
refugees: “climatic refugees.”
Thousands of people on remote
South Pacific islands have already
been displaced due to rising sea
levels, he said.
“Are we ready to face more and
more natural catastrophes?”
Dubos asked. “In my opinion we
are not quite ready.” 
Dubos has been involved with
Doctors Without Borders for near-
ly 30 years and served as its vice
president for six.
“We must consider health an
essential human right,” Dubos
said.
Doctors Without Borders
(Medecines Sans Frontieres or
MSF) was started in 1971 as a
grass-roots organization by about
10 or 12 French physicians. 
Dubos calls the early days of
MSF “the romantic period.”
Dubos’s first mission was to
Thailand in 1978 to provide med-
ical care to Cambodian refugees
fleeing the violence of the Khmer
Rouge.
In the 1970s and ‘80s, MSF volun-
teers including Dubos would drop
everything — including their own
medical practices — to attend to a
pressing medical crisis caused by a
war, military coup or natural disaster. 
MSF workers were on hand to
help victims of the Ethiopian
famine in the mid-1980s and those
injured and displaced by the war
in Lebanon in the 1970s.
Though MSF now has consider-
ably more infrastructure, with a
staff of more than 5,000 and more
than 1,000 volunteers, its main
objective of providing emergency
healthcare to those in need has not
changed.
Dubos said one of the pillars of
MSF is its freedom to choose its
own missions due to its status as a
non-governmental, secular organi-
zation run entirely on private
donations. 
Another pillar, Dubos said, is
MSF’s “right to bear witness” to
human suffering and to raise glob-
al awareness of it.
At the talk Dubos showed a
short video that detailed all the
work MSF did around the world in
2005 and 2006. The video cited
many impressive statistics such as
the 30 gunshot victims treated
each day at the MSF hospital in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, and the
18,000 victims of the 2005 earth-
quake that devastated parts of
India and Pakistan who received
blankets and other necessities
from MSF. 
After the screening, Dubos dis-
cussed some of the challenges
MSF and other aid organizations
are facing in the modern world.
He talked about the increasing
danger that aid workers face and
about the increase in strains of
drug-resistant disease including
HIV and tuberculosis. 
“The world is very, very dan-
gerous today,” he said.
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Doctor warns of global crisis
EMILY DARRELL
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tired of finding
errers in the
paper? 
Come edit are
coppy.
(You know you want to.)
Pick up an
applicashun in
Jernalism 107.
 
Photo note: the photos for this
epic adventure were taken by
photo editor Ashley McKee.
Special thanks also go out to
Hoku Jordan, Ian Graham, Bill
Oram and the Peter Bulger.
Kaimin note: Despite scoring a
season-high 14 runs and mounting
an epic fifth-inning rally, the
Montana Kaimin softball team
dropped to 1-3 on the 2007 sea-
son, losing by a solitary run on
Tuesday. The Kaimin was crippled
by a late-inning error by rookie
third baseman Bill Oram, who
was immediately optioned down to
Missoula Sentinel, the minor
league affiliate of the Kaimin soft-
ball franchise, after the game.
Idol Note: Although I am still a
permanent fixture on the Melinda
Doolittle bandwagon, I highly
doubt there is any way that Jordin
Sparks doesn’t become the next
American Idol.
Hollywood Note: Seriously, who
is the jerk who keeps giving
Nicolas Cage work?
After 49 columns, if you are
still reading this, the 50th and final
19th hole, you are either a fan or
you are still looking for some
ammo for that final “Danny Davis
sucks” letter to the editor.
So to cap this two-year date that
we’ve been on (do I get my good-
night kiss yet?), why don’t you
choose how this column goes?
Yes, folks it’s a “Choose Your
Own Adventure,” so grab your 5-
year-old nephew and have some
fun. I’m out.
A.
The name is Davis. Kellan
Michel James Tiger Denzel
Washington Daniel Davis and I
work here in the city, down on
Broadway Avenue. Some people
refer to me as a detective; I like to
refer to myself as a hero with a
plethora of superpowers to
unleash on unsuspecting crimi-
nals. But business has been slow
lately because it appears that in a
town like Missoula, not a lot of
people need to be saved.
So it’s Thursday and here I am,
bored out of my mind. I kick back
on my newly imported leather
futon to catch up on the globs of
shoddy garble that passes as
“information” on such “Web
sites” polluting the World Wide
Web as grizzoulian.com.
Then she walked in. A smoking-
hot scarlet in the form of a god-
dess with legs like a gazelle and
lips as moist as a fresh spring rain.
She introduced herself simply as
“Maria” and then said to me …
Go to option “D” or “T”
B. 
Unfortunately, today was the
same day as the annual Missoula
Kia Appreciation Conference,
which was being held across the
street from the car dealership.
Seeing the damage I had done to
the window of the Spectra enraged
the throng of Kia lovers, and they
rushed across the street to con-
front us.
Upon reaching us, they wrestled
away the tire iron and windshield
wiper and circled us, chanting,
“You hurt the Kia, wouldn’t
wanna be ya” over and over again.
Once again, in addition to us being
generally confused as to what
exactly the fuss was about – it was
a frickin’ Kia for Pete’s sake –
things weren’t looking good for
us.
Go to option “Q” or “M”
C.
They were hot on our tails and
we had nowhere to go. We ran up
Mount Sentinel, around the Kim
Williams Trail and out to Wal-
Mart twice.
We eventually found our way to
a used car dealership and prayed
that there we would find some
help, or at least a good deal on a
Dodge Neon. However, the car lot
was vacant and deserted, which
was kind of a raw deal for us.
Turns out the car dealership
employed an unnamed football
player who was logging hours that
he didn’t work and, unfortunately
for us, this was one of those hours.
We were running out of options,
and as the SESJ cornered us
between a Ford Fusion and a 1999
Mitsubishi Gallant, I busted out
the window of a Kia Spectra and,
luckily, happened to find …
Go to option “H” or “W”
D.
“Washington, I need your help.”
The broad was in trouble. Turns
out she had just returned to cam-
pus after a shopping spree at Old
Navy when she was accosted by a
handful of members of the
Students for Economic and Social
Justice. Turns out these campus
vigilantes had believed, and by
“believed” I mean had no real
concrete proof, that Maria’s new
outfit was made in a sweatshop in
Mozambique.
The group had threatened to kill
Maria, and now she was on the run
and needed my help. No worries, I
said, this shouldn’t be too hard of
a situation to wiggle out of. Since
the SESJ only know how to do
one thing, I figured all I needed to
teach the girl to do was…
Go to option “G” or “R”
E.
We were alive. I grabbed Maria
and held her closely, and as our
lips inched closer, she looked at
me and said …
Go to option “T” or “Z”
F.
Lottery tickets, one of which
turned out to be the winning ticket
for the $670 million lottery.
Happy and rich, Maria and I got
married and settled
down in a five-bedroom
in snuggy Carmel, Ind.
Unfortunately, we even-
tually grew tired of each
other and Maria
divorced me and took
half my money. The tri-
fling ho.
Unhappy and alone, I
spent the rest of my days
wasting my money on
booze and improving my
impressive collection of
blenders that I had
imported from all
regions of the world. I
was eventually eaten by
a velociraptor (turns out
the scientists were
wrong on the whole
dinosaurs being extinct
thing) while going
blender shopping in Rhode Island
at the age of 26.
The End
G.
Run! The SESJ was a vicious
cult and would stop at nothing to
get that Old Navy apparel off
Maria’s back. I needed to hide her
so I grabbed her hand and we
stepped out of my office. But lo
and behold, the SESJ had fol-
lowed Maria downtown and was
waiting to pounce. They had us
backed into a corner with nowhere
to go. Our options were limited,
but Maria then reached into her
purse and pulled out some …
Go to option “N” or “X”
H.
A tire iron and a windshield
wiper. I handed the crowbar to
Maria and we began viciously
swinging our automotive tools.
We took the SESJ to town. A few
blunt blows to the head later, the
members of SESJ were dead and
we walked off that car dealership
unscratched and unfazed.
Go to option “E” or “B”
I.
The Backstreet Boys were actu-
ally founding members of SESJ.
The more and more we played
such classic ballads as “Larger
Than Life” and “Everybody
(Backstreet’s Back)”, the more the
SESJ became fueled and re-ener-
gized. The SESJ even began hum-
ming the chorus of “As Long As
You Love Me” as they inched
closer and closer.
With no place to go, we both
knew that we were going to die.
Since it was the SESJ, there were
only two things we could do, one
of which was to …
Go to option “R” or “J”
J.
Well, turns out there was only
one thing to do and we decided
not to take that route. And so, the
SESJ beat us to death.
The End.
K.
A Snickers bar, a slushie and a
discount hot dog that had been on
the warmer for at least three hours.
We sat on a park bench and ate our
cheap snacks and I leaned in for a
kiss, a kiss that was as sweet as
watching a Denzel Washington
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The 19th hole
by Danny Davis
A: My day of nothing was going to have to be put on hold, I had a job to do.
H: A royal rumble at a Missoula used car dealership, which apparently is located on campus.
R: A local dance guru helps our heroes prepare to “serve” the SESJ.
A tasty meal or a dinosaur attack: you choose how the 19th hole ends
 
movie on its opening weekend at a
multiplex theater. Seriously, “Man
on Fire” was pretty damn awe-
some.
Unfortunately, that lovely kiss
would be our last as the hot dog
gave Maria food poisoning and
she died four days later.
The End
L.
After giving chase for a few
blocks, we eventually outran the
SESJ. Turns out those Nike sneak-
ers made in sweatshops are a lot
faster than homemade sandals.
The End 
M.
The Kia appreciators demanded
that we make reparations to the
damages that we did to the Spectra
or they would do some serious
damage to our faces, which would
suck because I have a million-dol-
lar smile. In an effort to make
some peace, we agreed to pool our
money together and pay for the
damages, and since it was just a
Kia, it cost us only $7.95. We gave
the protesters $10 and they gave
us our change and sent us on our
way. With the remaining $2.05,
Maria and I rolled over to a local
gas station and bought …
Go to option “F” or “K”
N.
Pepper spray. Maria aimed and
fired, spraying down the throng of
SESJ members that had flocked
towards us. The anti-sweatshop
advocates dropped like bowling
pins and flailed on the ground like
a goldfish out of water.
With the SESJ temporarily
blinded, we took off running.
Go to option “E” or “P”
O.
Unfortunately, my fire-throwing
skills were a bit rusty and I hap-
pened to scorch Maria as well.
Crap, Batman, the Green Lantern
and that underwater pansy
Aquaman are going to give me a
tough time at the annual superhero
convention.
Oh well, you win some, you
lose some. And since Maria was
burnt to a crisp like Joan of Arc, I
took my fire-throwing skills
downtown in hopes of reeling in a
hook-up that I would undoubtedly
regret later. If the jersey-chasers at
Stock’s will jump all over a guy
who can throw a football, imagine
what would happen if they met a
man who would light them on fire
if they didn’t fall for such classic
pick-up lines as “Is there an air-
port nearby or is that my heart tak-
ing off?” and “I’m new in town
and can’t find my way around, can
I have directions to your house?” 
Remember kids: superpowers
aren’t just for saving the world;
they are an excellent way to get
drunk chicks to give you their
phone numbers.
The End
P.
Unfortunately, that’s when we
realized one disturbing truth about
the SESJ. Those bastards weren’t
human; in fact, they are just a
bunch of robots, engineered to
look like college students without
anything better to do. 
The pepper spray had only tem-
porarily short-circuited their wires
and soon they were back on their
feet and chasing after us.
Go to option “L” or “C”
Q. 
Then I remembered that I had
an aforementioned superpower
and luckily that superpower was
the ability to shoot fire. As the
enraged Kia lovers inched closer
to me and my beloved, I let loose
and engulfed the supporters in
flames, singeing them like Dad
overcooks hot dogs at a Fourth of
July barbecue.
Yea, that’s right, Spider-Man
doesn’t have shit on me.
Go to option “E” or “O”
R. 
Dance! 
Since the SESJ
has more recently
become known
around campus as
“that group that
voiced their opin-
ions through the art
of dance,” I knew
that we needed to
beat them at their
own game. 
We needed to
serve them. But
knowing that the
SESJ was 15-1 in
dance-offs in the
2006-07 school
year, I knew that
we were going to
need some help
because my dance
skills consisted
solely of the waltz,
cha cha slide and
the jitterbug.
So we headed up
the Rattlesnake to
find one P. Kurt
Bulger, a renowned
dancer in the 1980s
who had swore
never to dance
again after a freak
dancing accident
left his partner, and
true love, dead at a
dance-off in Miami.
After initial resistance, Bulger
taught us his tricks of the trade
and gave us enough moves to
dance circles around the SESJ.
What happened next is too gris-
ly and gruesome to put in print,
but to this day the locals still talk
about the day that the two P. Kurt
Bulger protégées murdered the
SESJ... on the dance floor.
The End.
S.
Underappreciated R&B girl
band Cherish. Seeing our situa-
tion, the girls faced the SESJ and
let loose a classic 2006 ballad
entitled “Do It To It” … “We from
the city that make it OK / To make
clubbin’ a year-round holiday / So
if you feelin’ right, grab the
Kryptonite / If this yo’ song
tonight, then it’s on tonight.”
Even before Cherish hit the har-
monious and ever-so-groovy cho-
rus, we all sat there mesmerized,
watching the girls work their
magic. Then the leader of SESJ
(the locals call him “The One in
the Cardboard Box”) turned to me
and extended his hand and we
made peace right outside of Taco
John’s. If there is one lesson to be
learned here it’s that the annoying-
ly catchy lyrics of a mediocre
R&B group can bring peace to
even the most tense of situations. 
Send that memo to Dubya.
The End
T.
“Where is the Mo Club? I am in
need of a delicious hamburger.” 
I gave her directions to the
downtown restaurant and then she
left me, heartbroken … and very
very hungry. 
So I followed her to the Mo
Club, not so much because I am a
big TLC fan and like to creep but
because those burgers are rather
tasty.
The End
U.
Bryan Adams. Seeing the
Canadian rocker, Maria and I
argued as to whether to ask him to
sing “Heaven” or “Have You Ever
Really Loved a Woman?” before
settling on “(Everything I Do) I
Do It For You.” Upon hearing our
request, the SESJ took off run-
ning, muttering something about
how maybe those overseas work-
ers don’t have it so bad and that
listening to a Bryan Adams song is
“cruel and unusual punishment.”
Go to option “E” or “Y”
V.
Campus protesters invented the
concept of crappy music. So they
countered our corny lyrics about
wanting it a certain way with a
crappy guitar solo about how the
Scottish economy was ruining the
living conditions in Aruba. We
had just been served and were
reaching our eventual demise,
when out of nowhere stepped …
Go to option “S” or “U”
W.
A road map of Idaho.
Amazingly, the only thing less
worthless than the state of Idaho
happens to be a map of the Gem
State, especially when you are
being attacked by a bunch of
crazed college students who think
they are making a difference in the
world. 
But as the SESJ got closer and
closer, they realized they had a
problem. While their pants were
made without exploited labor (I
think the correct recipe for hippie
pants is love, rainbows and yarn),
they were also made without
pockets. Turns out those little
exploited fingers from those Third
World countries are good for
something.
Without pockets, the SESJ had
no place to carry their weapons,
which were also made from love,
rainbows and yarn. So without the
ability to kill us, the SESJ simply
turned and left, probably in part
because they also had an anti-
Coke rally to attend at 3:30.
The End
X.
Backstreet Boys CDs. If one
thing would save us, it would be to
deafen the SESJ with crappy
1990s pop music. So as Maria
inserted the CDs into her boom
box, which also happened to be in
her purse (it was a big purse) and
started to blast “Quit Playing
Games (With My Heart)” at
ungodly decibels, a tiny glimmer
of hope could be seen on the hori-
zon. Unfortunately, we had forgot-
ten one small thing …
Go to option “I” or “V”
Y.
“Y” is a pretty useless letter. Is
it a vowel, is it a consonant? Who
knows? The only place this letter
belongs is on Wheel of Furtune.
For picking this letter, you can
quit reading this and get lost.
Go to Missouri.
Z.
“I’m a Pittsburgh Steelers fan.”
Those five words repulsed me and
I dropped that broad like a bad
habit. Being as I had just saved her
life, I probably could have gotten
a little bit of lovin’ but being as
she was a Steelers fan, I probably
would have caught an STD.
The End
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V: All we need is peace and groovy tunes. Dude, I love that harmonica solo about Bush being a Nazi.
T: Is love fueled by the scent of a woman or the scent of a hamburger?
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LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dark blue backpack includes Library books and
calculator. I found please contact Gary @ 406-498-
3198.
FOUND: Camera, case and stuff in the Forestry
Building during the last two weeks of March. Call 243-
6655 and identify. 
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
Watson Children's Shelter needs assistant aide for
light housekeeping: Sun-Sat. 9:00pm-11:00pm; Mon-
Fri. 11:00pm-6:30am; Sat-Sun. 11:00pm-8:00am.
$7.75 per hour Call 549-0058 or visit our website
www.watsonchildrensshelter.org
Camp Make-A-Dream Summer Positions Paid Positions
(June 26-August 11) Volunteer Positions (8 day com-
mitment) Call for information 549-5987 or visit
www.campdream.org
Looking for full and part-time help for busy lawn care
company. Must have current drivers license and be
hardworking, dependable and honest. Please call 531-
6980.
1101 S. 3rd St. 1 Bd, Secured luxury condo, garage,
patio, gas fire place, W/D, dishwasher and modern
décor, $1295/mo
Looking for personal care attendants to provide
overnight supports to a young disabled man in his
apartment near the University. Experience with
developmentally delayed people preferred, but not
required. Please call 728-1124 for details. 
Child care facility seeking part-time help for summer
program. Position to start in May, flexible hours. Dave
or Kathy at 549-9845
The Docks Restaurant and Bar @ The Lakeside Marina,
High volume waterfront dining. Now hiring all posi-
tions including cooks, wait staff, bartenders, bussers,
and dishwashers. We are a rapidly expanding compa-
ny with great career opportunities. Please call (406)
844-3625 or stop by 7135 Hwy 93 S, Lakeside, MT
59922 (Behind Land Rush Realty)
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK Working mom needs NANNY
for 10-mo old. Room/board + salary Discounts on park
activities. Email glaciernanny@gmail.com or call 406-
471-4829 by 4/28
Help Wanted: Pressure wash service part time/full
time with variable hours and days, will include week-
ends. Must have reliable transportation. No smoking
on job. Hourly rate $10 per hr. Please send resume to
Jack Martin PO Box 16111 Msla. Mt. 59801 or call 239-
5648
Green Hanger Laundry/ Cleaners is hiring part-time
laundry attendant/worker. Job entails helping cus-
tomers, laundry, pressing clothes and maintaining  a
clean store. Please be friendly, motivated and have
initiative. 20-30 hrs. per week. Will train. Start
8.80/hr. We promote a drug-free workplace. Apply
146 Woodford St. 
Now Hiring Evening/Night Clerks at Super 8.
Competitive Wages and Benefits with qualifying
hours. Apply in person at 3901 S. Brooks from 11am-
2pm Monday-Friday.
Weekend worker and PT summer work. Property
maintenance  and barn building Pattee Canyon 829-
1412
Bailey's Coffee House and Market is seeking energetic,
outgoing people for part-time shifts. Apply at or mail
to Bailey's, 2828 Mary Jane; Msla, MT, 59808. Exp.
Pref/must be over 18. 
Vegetation/botany/range/forestry technicians need-
ed to assist with the completion of vegetation based
inventory in the Dakotas this summer.  A degree or
anticipated degree in Range Management, Botany,
Forestry or Environmental Science or range invento-
ry/vegetation clipping experience preferred.
Applicants must have basic ability to identify plant
species (particularly grasses and forbs), read and
interpret aerial photos and topographical maps, use
NRCS Ecological Site Guides to determine similarity
index and stocking rates, and use GPS systems.
Computer/GIS experience helpful.  Physical require-
ments include working alone, hiking, ATV operation,
and the ability to work long hours in adverse condi-
tions. Must have a valid driver's license and be able to
operate vehicles with a manual transmission.  This
position is summer-seasonal. Please send resume to:
PO Box 8214, Missoula, MT 59807.
The Trail Head is seeking full time sales associates
and a full time rental shop person.  Shifts include
some evenings and weekend as well as days.
Experience in outdoor activities a must.  Drop off a
Resume at the store. 221 East Front.
SERVICES
Got high speed and 15 minutes? I'll show you how to
make money in digital media. Call 239-3106
Spanish Tutoring/conversation Nadia, 546-7586
10,000 Waves Raft Guide School. May 14-18th. Cost
$400. 406-549-6670. Guide Positions Available. 
FOR SALEY
orkshire Terrier & English Bulldog Puppies, looking
for a nice, lovely and caring family with good home
which will be happy to live with a nice family as well.
The Pups have 100% Health Guarantee, Current on
Vaccinations, Vet Checked, Shots and Worms are Up
to date, Loveable and Adorable. You can get back to
me via email (abbey_br101@yahoo.com) for any ques-
tions for details on pics and price. 
FOR RENT
eekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277
Studio and 1-bedroom near UMT. 728-3785, 880-8811
Nice 2-bedroom near Southgate Mall Laundry hook-
ups, carport, $550.00 360-1046
Quality one and two bedroom apartments and one
four bedroom house close to University. Available var-
ious dates from May 15th thru August 15th. No smok-
ing/pets. Reserve now for best selection. Call 728-
1124 for details. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED
ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW (ANOTHER FOR
FALL/SCHOOL YR) 3 BEDRM CONDO, PRIV BATH, W/D
AVAIL. $400/MONTH, 1/3 UTIL. CALL MARISSA
231.645.3644
Roommates wanted. exquisite 3 bed  E Kent Ave.
house near UM. 672-1064,698-6885 say: booyah!
MISCELLANEOUS
WHY RENT? Own your own condo for $74,995
www.mycreeksidecondo.com
FREE BIRTH CONTROL Samples. Online ordering. Fast,
discreet delivery. Top brands: Plan B, Alesse, Triphasil
and MORE! Www.MyCycle.ch
Professional couple seeking 1-bedroom sublet July 1-
31. Pet-friendly, internet a plus. Contact
subletter@comcast.net
FREE
opperstone Stor-All Storage Units. One free month of
storage with 3 months agreement. No deposit. One
mile west of Missoula airport, 8700 Roller Coasler Rd.
Call 728-7867
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
hold the price,” LoParco said.
Some students, however, seem
reluctant to have their options
clipped in order to maintain a
steady price.
UM freshman Kevin Radley
said he would rather pay more
money to keep the options stu-
dents have now.
“You gotta have variety,”
Radley said.
UM freshman Dan Gannon said
that to him the price doesn’t mat-
ter as long as he can avoid eating
at the Food Zoo.
“If they made it so we could
only eat at the Food Zoo I proba-
bly wouldn’t eat at school at all,”
Gannon said.
MEAL PLAN
Continued from Page 1
of the Montana Right to Life
Association, said the argument that a
regular, second-trimester DNE
endangers the lives of abortion
patients is ludicrous. 
“If they’re against a procedure
inside the uterus, how then can they
be in favor of other abortions that are
all performed inside the uterus?”
Trude said. “They could perform a
C-section in 30 seconds.”
The text of the decision is the first
to recognize the unlikelihood of par-
tial-birth abortion being performed
in the U.S. It states, “Between 85
and 90 percent of the approximately
1.3 million abortions performed
each year in the United States take
place in the first three months of
pregnancy.”
Beth Cogswell, development
director of Planned Parenthood of
Montana, said that the frequency of
the procedure didn’t matter as much
as the fact that the accessibility of
the procedure was taken away.
“The more restrictions are placed
on abortion, the harder it becomes for
women to access care,” Cogswell
said. “First and foremost we believe in
the health and safety of women.”
But for anti-abortion advocates like
Trude, the decision was a sign that
people were becoming more educated
about the damage abortion causes.
“They’re going to lose the battle
eventually anyway, because with
technology taking over, with
advances like four-dimensional
ultrasounds, people are realizing that
babies can suck their thumbs at six
weeks,” Trude said. “People are
starting to think, ‘Wait, this isn’t just
a ball of tissue.’”
ABORTION
Continued from Page 1
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